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Facts



Geology of the Merelani deposit

The Mozambique Orogenic Belt is one of the most highly mineralized 
zones in the world.

Extensive metamorphism formed a witch’s brew of unusual minerals 
where pressure and hot fluids cannibalized them for their chromophores 
— vanadium, chromium, manganese.

The result is one of the richest gem belts on the planet.



Geology of the Merelani deposit

The Merilani Tanzanite mines are in the middle of one of the 
largest deposits of graphite in the world. Crystal specimens 
with native graphite in contact with the Tanzanite are common.

Graphite coated Tanzanite miner. Photo © Richard W. Hughes Photo © Marin Mineral Company



Tanzanite is the mineral zoisite

Zoisite is a complex calcium aluminum silicate (Sorosilicate)

Predominant chromophore is vanadium responsible for blue color

Secondary chromophores are chrome, iron and manganese which are 
responsible for green, yellow and pink

Gemology of Tanzanite



Classic Tanzanite

Photo © Extravaganzi Photo © Chip Clark



Green, Yellow & Pink Tanzanite / Zoisite

Photo © John McLean

Photo © Unknown Photo © Mia Dixon - Pala GemsPhoto © Unknown



Color “Shift” in Tanzanite

Photo © Lapigems

Called “Color Change” in Other Gems

Incandescent Fluorescent

Incandescent Fluorescent



Cat’s-Eye Tanzanite

Photo © GIA



Gemology of Tanzanite
Crystal habit: Flattened prismatic, may be fibrously curved

Crystal system: Orthorhombic

Cleavage: Perfect {010} imperfect {100}

Fracture: Uneven to conchoidal

Mohs scale: Hardness 6.5

Luster: Vitreous, pearly on cleavage surfaces

Specific gravity: 3.10–3.38

Optical properties: Biaxial positive

Refractive index:1.69–1.70

Birefringence:0.006–0.018

Pleochroism: Dichroism or trichroism depending on color and heat treatment.



Photos © Robert Lavinsky

Pleochroism: Different Colors from Different Directions

Tanzanite is Strongly Pleochroic

Pleochroism: Different Colors from Different Directions



Tanzanite is Strongly Pleochroic

Photo © Chip Clark

Pleochroism: Different Colors from Different Directions



The vast majority of tanzanite is heat 
treated at approximately 500°C which 
converts the brown color to blue 

The GIA states “Heat treatment is 
undetectable, but is assumed because 
of its prevalence”

Some labs will issue reports stating 
“No evidence of heat enhancement”

Heat Treatment of Tanzanite

Photo © The Natural Sapphire Company



Before and After

Photos © Lapigems



Before and After

Photo © Ken Nakane



Photoatlas of Inclusions in Gemstones
Volume 2, Eduard J. Gübelin &John I. Koivula

Before and After



Color Coated Tanzanite

In the Summer 2008 issue of Gems & Gemology, GIA researchers Shane McClure 
and Dr. Andy Shen offered an extensive analysis of these treated stones and 
the means to identify them.

Photo by C.D. Mengason © 2008 GIA



Color Coated Tanzanite

These two 5 mm stones were originally the same color. After re-polishing, 
the one on the right was significantly lighter.

Photo by C.D. Mengason © 2008 GIA



Color Coated Tanzanite

Various surface features were discovered making them relatively easy to identify

Photos by S.F. McClure © 2008 GIA



Fears



Tanzanite Fears

Erroneous And Damaging Claims Pertaining to Tanzanite 
Refuted By Well Known Gemologists and Laboratories Professionals: 

 
What They Are, How They Evolved 

And How The Evidence Was Misinterpreted



Over the past several months The International School of 
Gemology (ISG) and World Gem Society (WGS) - has published an 
extensive amount of information causing widespread fear and 
concerns about Tanzanite now being sold in the market, and 
undermining confidence in reliable dealers in Tanzanite. 

We think it is important to clarify the facts revealed by 
other laboratories and gemologists who have conducted 
additional research on this disturbing news.

Tanzanite Fears



This section will present the assertions made followed 
by  explanations from research scientists with greater 
experience in working with this product, making it clear that  
ISG/WGS observations have been misinterpreted. 

We think it is important for AGA members to  familiarize 
yourselves with the facts in order to deal with consumer and 
trade questions that are now starting to surface. 

This is not meant to challenge or criticize any person or 
organization, but simply to clarify an unfortunate situation 
for everyone who buys and sells Tanzanite.

Tanzanite Fears



Dyefusion - 2010

Dyefusion of Gemstones Part 3: June 2010

Tanzanite Trepidation I - November 1 - 2012

Tanzanite Trepidation II - December 7 - 2012

http://www.gemstonetreatmentreport.com/Dyefusion/Dyefusion.pdf 

http://www.gemstonetreatmentreport.com/Dyefusion/ISG%20Dyefusion%20of%20Gemstones%20Part%203.pdf 

http://www.schoolofgemology.com/ISGCommunity/content.php?310-ISG-Tanzanite-Trepidation 

http://www.schoolofgemology.com/ISGCommunity/content.php?322-ISG-Tanzanite-Trepidation-II

Published Claims of Tanzanite Treatments



Proposed Treatments:

Diffusion
Dyefusion aka Color Infusion
Irradiation + Grain Boundary Diffusion



Why should We 
pay Any Attention 

to These Publications?







Over 70,000 people 
have viewed these reports 

which have create Unfounded Fear 
in our Already Damaged Industry



http://tywkiwdbi.blogspot.com



Diffusion treated Tanzanite? 



“I'm hearing word of diffused Zoisite - 
Tanzanite hitting the market in Thailand. 

Large quantities, cheap, all the same color.”

 
Gemology Online -  Jan 30, 2013



“Once information is released on a large 
enough scale that is not confirmed with the 
rest of the gemological community and it 
turns out to be incorrect, steps have to be 
taken so that the confusion does not 
spread.”

Bear Williams of Stone Group Labs and Bear Essentials

GemologyOnline June 2009



“Regarding the supposed 
diffusion treatment of tanzanite, 

to date I have not seen any.”
Christopher P. Smith, AGL Lab - Gemology Online -  February 19, 2013



 Diffusion Treated Tanzanite 

is an Unfounded Fear



But what about
Dyefusion & Color Infused

Tanzanite? 





What Surge
of

New & Inexpensive Tanzanite?

Over	  the	  past	  two	  years	  I	  have	  Twice	  been	  to	  the	  Tucson	  and	  JCK	  Las	  Vegas	  shows

Twice	  to	  the	  Hong	  Kong	  and	  Bangkok	  September	  shows	  

Twice	  to	  the	  Hong	  Kong	  and	  Bangkok	  March	  shows	  

I	  have	  not	  seen	  any	  of	  this	  supposed	  new	  and	  inexpensive	  tanzanite

Have	  you?



Tanzanite prices had been rising steadily over the past several years 

A slight drop (7%) took place only AFTER the ISG/WGS publications were released



4 Colors - 2 Natural - 2 Due to Treatment?



Photo © JTV

London Dichroscope and Tanzanite



Blue, Purple, Red, Yellow, Green

Note: Presence of green or yellow

may indicate natural color.



Blue, Purple, Red, Yellow, Green

Note: Presence of green or yellow

may indicate natural color.



Dyefused Tanzanite

“We will revisit this image from a tourmaline crystal in a short 
time to see the end result on a faceted tourmaline that demonstrates 
the dyefusion of this type of gemstone. Below right are these same 
formation of tubes in a dyefused tanzanite.”
ISG Dyfusion 2010



We will revisit this image from a tourmaline crystal in a short time 
to see the end result on a faceted tourmaline that demonstrates the 
dyefusion of this type of gemstone. Below right are these same 
formation of tubes in a dyefused tanzanite.
ISG Dyfusion 2010

Dyefused Tanzanite



Normal Tanzanite Inclusions

"... Solid inclusions noted in tanzanite include calcite, 
gypsum, graphite, rutile, sphene, xenotime, quartz, diopside, 
and tremolite-actinolite. Some of these minerals occur as 
acicular needles which could impart a cat's-eye effect to some 
tanzanites."

Bulletin of the Geological Society of Finland, Vol. 58, No. 2, 1986, pp. 57. 



ISG Evidence of Color Infusion

Photo © Unknown



Photo © Unknown

#1. Graphite is pure carbon, not metal  

#2. The melting point of graphite is 
3650 C

Center for Solid State Science  
Arizona State University  

#3. Zoisite undergoes dehydration melting 
at 780-820 C

Journal of Petrology Volume 43 No. 2 February 2002 pg 292  

#4. Graphite anneals at 250 C

http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/ngwm-cd/PDF-Files/paper%207%20(Botzem).pdf 

ISG Evidence of Color Infusion



Tanzanite Inclusion Evidence

This otherwise colorless zoisite is colored by 
this purple liquid material that you see at left, 
clearly congregated inside this internal tube.

Below is a 90x image of a damaged tube inside one 
of our color infused tanzanites clearly showing the 
presence of the purple coloring material in the tube.

This is this same internal tube in this purple 
zoisite, sold as natural tanzanite, showing 
the purple coloring material partially filling 
this tube feature.

“purple liquid material - inside this internal tube”



Tanzanite Inclusions

This otherwise colorless zoisite is colored by 
this purple liquid material that you see at left, 
clearly congregated inside this internal tube.

Below is a 90x image of a damaged tube inside one 
of our color infused tanzanites clearly showing the 
presence of the purple coloring material in the tube.

This is this same internal tube in this purple 
zoisite, sold as natural tanzanite, showing 
the purple coloring material partially filling 
this tube feature.

Fluid inclusions in zoisite (tanzanite) were documented in the  Bulletin of the Geological Society of Finland, 
Vol. 58, No. 2, 1986, pp. 53-58.

Without advanced testing, it is impossible to conclude this is a foreign substance.

If it was identified as a foreign substance, we would just conclude it is a dyed Tanzanite.



Natural Tanzanite Inclusions

Photos © Dawid Godziewski



Let’s look at more ISG/WGS evidence



First of all the ISG/WGS does not even own this specimen

It was briefly loaned to them by GemologyOnline member “Barrett” several years ago



“along the predicted path of a fracture

you see the purple coloring material 

from the color infusion process”



Trichroism and Reflection



Trichroism and Reflection

Trichroic Tanzanite displays Different Colors 

from Different Angles



Trichroism and Reflection

Trichroic Tanzanite displays Different Colors 

from Different Angles

Photo © Cal State



Trichroism and Reflection

Internal Fractures act as Mirrors in Gemstones





Anything Looking Familiar Here?



Photo © Precision Gem Photo © Osiris Gems

Trichroism and Reflection



The mysterious “purple coloring material” is

                          just a reflection...



 Dyefused & Color Infused 
Tanzanites 

are Unfounded Fears



But what about
Irradiation and Grain 

Boundary Diffused
Tanzanite? 



Grain-Boundary Diffusion

“But we do have plausible information, as well as 
verification through specimens, that radiation 
plays a major role in the preparation of the 
gemstone crystal for the diffusion process.”

http://www.gemstonetreatmentreport.com/Dyefusion/Dyefusion.pdf



Irradiation & Grain-Boundary Diffusion

Irradiation theoretically opens up channels in the crystal lattice of a gemstone. 

A vacancy is the absence of an atom from a point that it would normally 
occupy in a crystal. 

Vacancies can be created by the impact of radiation on the crystal. 

In the so-called Frenkel defect, an atom moves to a new position between 
other atoms of the solid. 

The empty space created by the migration of the atom is a vacancy. 



Irradiation & Grain-Boundary Diffusion

Let’s also make the huge assumption these vacancies create a channel through 
which a foreign element might be introduced. 

Zoisite is Ca2Al3(SiO4)(Si2O7)O(OH). 

Now we must inject an artificial coloring agent into the crystal structure.

Suppose irradiation displaced the largest of the atoms; Ca – Calcium. 

The artificial dye “Indigo” has a chemical formula of C16H10N2O2. 

In order to color the gem with Indigo, we must squeeze this THIRTY atom 
molecule into the space once occupied by a ONE calcium atom 



C16 H10 N2 O2
INDIGO

Zoisite is Ca2Al3(SiO4)(Si2O7)O(OH). 

Calcium (Ca) is the largest atom in zoisite

IF we could get irradiation to displace 
calcium atoms and fill the holes they 
left behind with INDIGO dye, we still 

have a MAJOR physics problem...

How do you squeeze 30 atoms into the space 
previously occupied by only 1 ?



C16 H10 N2 O2
INDIGO

C O3 Ca
Calcium Carbonate

How do you squeeze 30 atoms into the space 
previously occupied by only 1 ?



Now, suppose we actually DID accomplish this feat 

The resulting artificially colored gem would easily be 
detectable in any modern and fully equipped gem lab 

It would not be called “dyefused” or “color infused” 
or “grain boundary diffused”. It would simply be 

identified as: 

Tanzanite Dyed with Indigo



"We do not need to invoke bulk 
or grain-boundary diffusion 
to explain these features."

Dr. Mary Johnson - Harvard PhD in Mineralogy and Crystallography

http://www.agta.org/pressroom/images/200903nf2mozambiquetourmalines.pdf



And Finally...



In January 2013 ISG/WGS sent ten Tanzanite specimens they 
suspected had been subjected to some sort of treatment to the 
Tanzanite Foundation in New York. These specimens were examined 
by Tanzanite experts in New York, at the Tanzanite One mine in 
Merelani, Tanzania, and by Chris Smith of the American 
Gemological Laboratory.

All concluded they could find “Nothing Unusual” in any of the specimens



After examining suspect Tanzanite 
specimens presented by ISG/WGS 

Chris Smith of AGL said:
“Nothing Unusual”

 





Tanzanite Fakes



Synthetic Zoisite

Zoisite crystals form up to 30 μm in size. 30 μm = 0.03MM

Technische Universität Berlin



Good News!
Synthetic Tanzanite 

Does Not Exist



Tanzanite Imitations
Synthetic Forsterite

Synthetic Spinel

Coranite™ Synthetic Sapphire

Tanavyte™ YAG - Yttrium Aluminium Garnet

Tanzation™ Synthetic Spinel/Cobalt Glass Triplets

Alexite™ Man Made Color Change Glass

Zandrite™ Man Made Color Change Glass

U.M.Tanzanic™ Man Made Glass

Cubic Zirconia



Synthetic Forsterite

Photo © Roughmin

Photo © GemTec

Photo © GemTec



Forsterite Detection - Double Refraction

Tanzanite has low birefringence
Therefore no facet doubling

Synthetic Forsterite has high birefringence
Therefore distinct facet doubling

Photo © Rio Grande

Photo © Jeffery Hunt



Photo © Barbra Voltaire

Synthetic Forsterite Detection

It’s  Doubly Refractive



Hanneman Filter

Most stones that are used to simulate 
tanzanite can easily be separated by 
optical properties and/or the use of 
a Hanneman Tanzanite Filter

synthetic forsterite, Tanavyte,™ tanzanite, tanzanite, Coranite™ synthetic forsterite

Photos © Robert Weldon

Photos © Kassoy



UV Diagnostics

Virtually all Tanzanite Imitations are 
Fluorescent - Tanzanite is Inert



Synthetic Spinel

Photo © JTV



Coranite™ YAG - Yttrium Aluminum Garnet

Photo © Gem Lab Marseille
Photo © JTV



Tanavyte® Synthetic Sapphire

Synthetic Sapphire



Man-Made Glass

A variety of purple and blue man made glasses are used to imitate tanzanite



Alexite® Color Change Glass

Photos © RMC



Zandrite™ Color Change Glass

Photos © JTV

Photos © JTV



U.M. Tanzanic™ Color Change Glass

Sorry, no photo available...



Purple and Blue Cubic Zirconia

Photo © F R Gems



Tanzation™ Synthetic Spinel/Cobalt Glass Doublets/Triplets

Photo © Gem Lab Marseille

Photo © BeyArs

Photo © Bir Damla Su



And Finally



Forgive Me
Correct Me
I Love to Learn
Contact: Jeffery@Primagem.Com

If I have made Any Errors, Please:




